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Executive Summary
Big data is everywhere and businesses that can access and analyze it have a huge
advantage over those who can’t. One option for leveraging big data to make more informed
decisions is to hire a big data consulting company to take over the entire project. This method
requires the least effort, but is also the least cost effective. The problem is that the know-how for
starting a big data project is not commonly known and the consulting alternative is not very cost
effective. This creates the need for a cost effective approach that businesses can use to start and
manage big data projects. This report details the development of an advisory tool to cut down on
consulting costs of big data projects by taking an active role in the project yourself. The tool is
not a set of standard operating procedures, but simply a guide for someone to follow when
embarking on a big data project. The advisory tools has three steps that consist of data
wrangling, statistical analysis, and data engineering.
Data wrangling is the process of cleaning and organizing data into a format that is ready
for statistical analysis. The guide recommends using the open source software and programming
language of R. The next step is the statistical analysis portion of the process which takes the form
of exploratory data analysis and the use of existing models and algorithms. The use of existing
methods should always be attempted to the highest performance before justifying the costs to pay
for big data analytics and the development of new algorithms. Data engineering consists of
creating and applying statistical algorithms, utilizing cloud infrastructure to distribute processing,
and the development of a complete platform solution.
The experimentation for the design of our advisory toolwas carried out through analysis
of many large data sets. The data sets were analyzed to determine the best explanatory variables
to predict a selected response. The iterative process of data wrangling, statistical analysis, and
4

model building was carried out for all the data sets. The experience gained, through the iterations
of data wrangling and exploratory analysis, was extremely valuable in evaluating the usefulness
of the design. The statistical analysis improved every time the iterative loop of wrangling and
analysis was navigated.
In house data wrangling, before submission to a data scientist, is the primary cost
justification of using the advisory tool. Data wrangling typically occupies 80% of data scientist’s
time in big data projects. So, if data wrangling is self-performed before a data scientist receives
the data, then less time will be spent wrangling by the data scientist. Since data scientists are paid
very high hourly wages, extra time saved wrangling equates to direct cost savings. This is
assuming that the data wrangling performed before a data scientist takes over is of adequate
quality.
The results of applying the advisory tool may vary from case to case, depending on the
critical skills the user possesses and the development of such skills. The critical skills begin with
coding in R and Python as well as knowledge in the statistical methods of choice. Basic
knowledge of statistics, and any programming language is a must to begin utilizing this guide.
Statistical proficiency is the limiting factor in the advisory tool. The best start for doing a big
data project on one’s own is to first learn R and become familiar with the statistical libraries it
contains. This allows data wrangling and exploratory analysis to be performed at a high level.
This project pushed the boundaries of what can be done with big data using traditional computer
framework without cloud usage. Storage and processing limits of traditional computers were
tested and in some cases reached, which verified the eventual need to operate in the cloud
environment.
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Introduction
Big data is a frequently used buzzword, but it’s not just hype. Big data is everywhere and
businesses that can access and analyze it have a huge advantage over those who can’t. The fact is
that big data is changing the way that business decisions are made and the way that enterprises
are managed. The gap between those who use data efficiently and those who don’t is growing
and no one wants to be on the wrong side of the gap. So, what does it take to leverage big data
and begin to make more informed data-driven decisions?
One option is to hire a big data consulting company to take over the entire project for
you. This option is the one that requires the least effort on your part it, but it is far from the most
cost effective approach. These big data consulting companies charge hefty fees for their services
and many businesses can’t afford them. Therefore there is a need for a way for businesses to
approach big data projects in a cost effective manner.
The problem is that the knowledge of what it takes to begin your own big data project is
not commonly known and the consulting alternatives are not cost effective. To solve this
problem the following objectives must be achieved:
● Understand how big data consulting companies carry out big data projects and the costs
of such projects
● Carry out big data analysis
● Apply findings from research and analysis to make recommendations for those who wish
to carry out their own big data projects
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First big data consulting companies will be researched to determine the methods and
costs of big data projects. This will allow for a thorough understanding of what a big data project
entails and what it costs to outsource the entire project. After an understanding of big data
projects is reached, the next step is to carry out analysis of large data sets. This will take the form
for multiple regression and the selection of variables for prediction models. This will give
practical experience and allow for recommendations to be made for starting your own big data
project. The completion of these tasks will lead to an advisory tool for starting and managing
your own big data projects in a cost effective manner.
The goal of the advisory tool it to cut down on consulting costs of big data projects by
taking an active role in the project yourself. The tool is not a set of standard operating
procedures, but simply a guide for someone to follow when embarking on a big data project. The
tool will not get rid of the need for data science professionals, but it will allow the user to
effectively use these professionals in a cost effective manner. Since each big data project is
unique the tool will not make specific recommendations, but instead focus on educating the user
to the available methods and tools so they can make more informed decisions for their project.
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Background
Variable selection is the first step in creating a multiple regression model and it is often
the most difficult. It is also the most important because you are selecting the independent
explanatory variables that will best predict the dependent variable or response. In the selection
process we want to choose variables that have the strongest association with the response
variable. Scatterplots and added variable plots are two graphical methods that can be used to
evaluate strength of association between explanatory and response variables. However our
modern day software JMP, Minitab, SAS, R and others can effectively and efficiently
recommend variables for the model. With the large amount of available variables in big data
there are an even larger amount of models that can be created from any number of the variables.
One can’t possibly hope to explore all possible models, especially in big data, so variable
selection techniques provide a way to explore some of the possible models.
Three of these screening techniques include forward selection, backward elimination, and
stepwise regression. Forward selection adds variables to the model one at a time until the fit is no
longer significantly improved by any more additions. Criteria for selection can be based on
optimizing a model measure criterion or from a hypothesis test that produces a p-value (strength
of evidence) to compare to a predetermined level of significance. A .05 level of significance
(alpha or α) will be used for the entirety of the project. This means that we accept a 5% chance of
making a type 1 error, which is incorrectly rejecting a null hypothesis. A null hypothesis states a
relationship between two measured phenomena, and is compared to an alternative hypothesis.
Hypothesis testing is meant to assess the strength of evidence (p-value) against the null
hypotheses. The null hypothesis can only be rejected or deemed plausible, but it can never be
accepted. If we reject the null hypothesis we are acting in favor of the alternative hypothesis
9

The criteria for variable selection used in this project will be based on hypothesis testing,
because it is required for backward elimination and stepwise regression. The p-value is obtained
by a partial F-test which evaluates the change in variability explained by the model, while taking
into consideration the different number of explanatory variables present. Backward elimination
uses the same partial F-test, but instead begins will all the variables in the model. It then
proceeds to remove the variables making the smallest contribution, one by one, until all the
variables that remain are significant to the model. A variable is significant to the model if the pvalue of the partial F-test (for that variable) is less than the level of significance. Stepwise
regression applies both of the methods iteratively, one after the other, until a best subset for the
model is found. This method evaluates, over and over again, if the earlier variables are still
needed in the model.
These techniques offer up best subsets of independent variables. However, it is
not unusual for several subsets to be found that are equally “good,” and thus additional
considerations must be made when selecting the subset to use in a model. It truly is a balancing
act because the subset should be small enough so that maintenance costs and analysis are
feasible, but also large enough so that acceptable prediction is attained [1]. The selection process
should be subjective to the analyst's experience, judgment, and knowledge of the topic being
studied. In addition to this, good regression model selection should follow the principle of
parsimony which states, “A model should contain the smallest number of variables necessary to
fit the data” [2]. If there are still choices between models at this point then additional criterion
should be considered to reach your desired end result. This will vary depending if you goal is
prediction or parameter estimates, among other things.
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Once the explanatory variables are selected we run the model and check if the model
assumptions are met. The model assumptions for linear regression are linearity of the regression
function, normal distribution of the prediction errors, equal variance of the prediction errors, and
independence of the error terms (in time sequenced data). In addition to the normal linear
regression assumptions, multiple regression has the additional assumptions of no autocorrelation
and little or no multicollinearity. (See Table of Terms explained at the end of the literature
review) Recalling that we live in a world of variability these assumptions are almost never
exactly true. Therefore we must assess the degree to which the assumptions are violated, the
nature of the violations, and take corrective action if needed [3]. Corrective action takes the form
of various transformations that include log and power transformations of both the response
variable and/or the explanatory variable(s). Making transformations to meet the model
assumptions is often an iterative process where many different things will be tried separately,
and together. Often a combined solution of these efforts will lead to the model assumptions being
met. If the assumptions of multiple linear regression absolutely cannot be met then nonparametric methods, such as ridge regression and distribution-free rank methods, should be
considered instead.
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Literature Review
Progressive Sampling
Progressive sampling is a process in which the sample size of analysis is increased until
the accuracy of the model is maintained. Progressive sampling is based on the idea that subsampling the data can give the same accuracy of the whole data set at much lower computational
costs [4]. This process is especially useful in big data because of the high costs of storing and
processing the large amounts of data. Progressive sampling was used in this project to study
variable selection trends as the sub-sample size was increased. To use progressive sampling, two
fundamental aspects must be determined. A sampling schedule must be determined and
convergence must be detected [5].
A sampling schedule can take many forms, arithmetic or geometric for example,
and determines the size and increasing increments of the samples that will be tested. Geometric
sampling was used in this project. Convergence in progressive sampling is a phenomenon where
the stability of results is reached. In this project convergence takes the form of consistent
variable selection. This means that the variables selected for the model are the same across
different replicates of a given sub-sample size.

Data Analytic Costs and Alternatives
Data analytic consulting organizations today charge their clients for big data
modeled solutions with respect to their specific needs, regardless of quantitative aspects of
pricing. With the predicted growth in big data technology and services rising at a 27% compound
annual growth rate to $32.4 billion through 2017 as forecasted by IDC [7], it’s important for
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these organizations to focus on high-quality solutions that will return growth in revenue. To
retain high-quality solutions that will bring back their evangelist clientele along with inspired
affiliates, questioning whether or not additional observations or explanatory variables doesn’t
revolve around pricing but rather the quality either variable adds in value to the solution they will
deliver. Putting aside all the skills and time spent creating an accurate big data model, it could be
difficult adding marginal cost for more explanatory variables or observations if the model
doesn’t serve useful to a client and in most cases clientele refusing to pay for time when results
do not produce larger revenue. [8]
The marginal costs for additional variables or observations can vary individually for a big
data project. To understand the pricing scheme better, big data projects could be scene as 3-step
process to produce information that clients will see valuable. There are a lot of organizations out
there today that may define these three steps in their own way to better correlate their trademark
with the final product, but they all follow a general method. The first step involves establishing a
scope and work breakdown structure, as well as gathering and organizing the data. The second
step is the process is finding the variables necessary to answer to the problem statement, and
finally creating an algorithm to carry out the statistical analysis. Within the second step
architecture is created to enhance the carrying out of the algorithms and make the processing
more efficient. The third step is creating the platform tool to provide visualization of the analysis
and reporting of important metrics and results.
Renat Khasanshyn, the CEO and Founder of Altoros Systems in Sunnyvale California,
explained in a phone interview [9], his company’s 3-step process and the associated costs. The
big data projects they do could vary in cost from $20,000 to $200,000 depending on the size and
scope of the project. Usually they have an architecture engineer and data scientist working
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throughout the longevity of the 3-step process of a project where they are each paid around $150
-$200 per hour depending on their level of experience. As mentioned before their three step
process is very similar, but to be specific with pricing, here is how Renat Khasanshyn described
his three step process while including work durations and costs:
1.

Scope of the project and defining the architecture (3-5 days) is the process of

validating the project, creating a proof of concept with a real data set ($3,000-$6,000).
2.

Implementation of architecture is where they define queries to navigate through the

data pipeline, which includes accessing the data, running the algorithms, and sending the
analysis results to the front end platform tool. That process usually takes around 1-2
months ($30,000-$60,000).
3.

Implementation of production: bringing the tool into production, fine-tuning, making

the tool user friendly so that users can add more data to further analyze their progress. The
workload duration will be based on the time spent in step 2, which also will determine the
costs for step 3 ($30,000-$60,000).
Step 2 of this process is usually the bulk of the project and will dominate the
definition of costs to a client. An approach at cost optimization for this step process has been
examined by Gary M. Weiss and Ye Tian in their article, “Maximizing classifier utility when
there are data acquisition and modeling costs” [6]. It describes an optimization methodology that
uses progressive sampling and cost optimization functions. It takes into account the major costs
of acquiring and analyzing big data and compares the costs to the learning gained from the
model. This optimization ideology is fundamental to addressing our goals in the optimization of
big data regression analysis.
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Big data projects are not done equally and the cost of big data projects are quite
expensive for smaller businesses that don’t necessarily need large and expensive analytics to
return information that could be of use to them. In general, the use of smaller data analytics
should always be attempted to the highest performance before justifying the costs to pay for big
data analytics. The tools and methods in the data science industry today are of reasonable pricing
and can help businesses organize and make sense of the data they have.
Tools like Google Analytics have free data analytic starting packages that display metrics
on website traffic for small business. Google Analytics can extract and use long-term data
pertaining to visitor behavior and social media traffic to create trends and other vital information
that could lead to data-driven business decisions [10]. Google Analytics is free, and through use
of the software, Google can eventually collect enough information to gain insight for other
premium tools that will manipulate data to highlight potential improvements for a company and
for the premium package costs are incurred but they are minimal in comparison to the costs for
big data.
Another source for data analytics that smaller businesses can prosper from is IBM’s
Watson Analytics. By taking the time to understand the user, their services focus on illustrating
the key driving factors that will give better data and predictive models that users can use to
anticipate trends that will help businesses lead to better data-driven decisions. To stay
competitive, IBM offers their services for free with storage limitations for flat files of up to
100,000 rows, 50 columns, and a 500 MB in size [11]. According to IBM, all of the functionality
in the free version is the same as what is offered in the premium version with the only difference
being storage available, however after 30 days of the free usage, IBM does require a credit card
from its users to hold even though they will not charge the users [11]. For more advanced users
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that know how to code in languages like Ruby and Java, the use of Watson Analytics can be
performed on IBM’s free platform as a service (PaaS), known as Bluemix, to use free services
like: Message Resonance, Q&A, User Modeling, Visualization Rendering, Concept Expansion,
Language Identification, Machine Translation, and Relationship Extraction [12].
An online platform most commonly used today by many small businesses due to their
infamous impact (in industry) in data storage and in the big data industry is Amazon Web
Services (AWS). Rather than hiring a data analytics company to do a big data project, AWS
provides all the tools necessary for every step in the process from collecting, to storing,
analyzing, programing and more [13]. AWS is familiar with various file types and thus makes
file conversions a breeze and allow users to quickly move into AWS platforms they’ve designed.
To help users getting started, AWS offers tutorials that include practice assignments, and even
provide walk through case study examples. AWS’s general concept for payment is to pay only
for the storage and processing users actually use with no minimum fees or setup costs [14].
Between all the data analytic services offered out there, AWS creates the possibility for average
businesses to perform independent small scale big data projects at affordable rates in comparison
to using a big data consulting firm [15]. Using services like AWS with the design we will
propose will enable users to get the most out of their big data projects for the best price.

Cloud Computing Infrastructure
AWS architecture uses frameworks such as Hadoop and NoSQL to run their Elastic
Cloud Computing (EC2) service, which is designed to help users with their computing needs at
varying capacities based on the size of the processing power required. When a user begins to use
AWS, they will extract data from their computer to send data and algorithms to Amazon’s
Simple Storage Service (S3) where it is prompted for processing in EC2 (Figure 1A). The data
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and algorithms then get sent from S3 to EC2 to get processed, and converted into the user’s
designed analysis format, and from there get sent back into S3. EC2 uses the implemented
architecture to distribute computing power across parallel servers to execute the algorithms in the
most efficient manner. For projects that have multiple data sources that individually need to be
processed in order to be collaborated for larger processing, services like Amazon’s Elastic Map
Reducing (EMR) will be used to increase the speed of computing time by assigning an EC2 to
each data source (Figure 1B). When the data computations are finished, the results of the
analysis are sent from EMR to S3, and from S3 sent back to the user to view in the user’s
designed platform which is programed with corresponding languages to comprehend the data on
the computer (Figure 1C) [16].

Figure 1: AWS Cloud (S3 and EC2) [16]
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Table of Terms
Statistical Terms
Algorithm—A statistical procedure or set of operations
Alpha (α)—The probability of incorrectly rejecting a null hypothesis
Autocorrelation—Occurs when the residuals are not independent from each other
Data wrangling— The process of cleaning and organizing data into a format that is ready for
statistical analysis
Geometric sampling schedule— Equation: 𝑆𝑔 = 𝑎𝑖 × 𝑛0 [“n0” is the starting sample size and “a”
is the common ratio] the sampling schedule starts at n0 and is multiplied by the common ratio to
get the next number in the schedule ex.) n0=50 and common ratio of 2 yields a sampling schedule
of 50,100,200,400, etc.
Iterative loop—The iterations of data wrangling, exploratory analysis, and model building
Multicollinearity—When two or more explanatory variables in a prediction model relate strongly
to each other
Parametric vs. nonparametric methods—Parametric methods make assumptions about the
probability distributions of the variables and nonparametric methods do not
Multiple linear regression— Modeling the relationship between a response variable and many
explanatory variables, with the goal of prediction of the response
Sequential partial F-test—A hypothesis test used to compare the amount of variability explained
by a model compared to a reduced version of the model
Sub-sample—A sample of a sample and not a sample of a population
Traditional statistical methods (linear)—Statistical methods that are less robust than the new
algorithms being developed today
18

Software, Cloud and Other Terms
3Vs: Volume, Velocity, Variety—The three dimensions of big data that are used to define how
much (volume), how many different types of data (variety), and the processing speed (velocity)
API (Application Program Interface)—Set of protocols and tools for the building of software
applications
Cloud—A virtual network of servers that have different functions
Data engineering—Creating statistical algorithms, utilizing cloud infrastructure, and developing
a complete platform solution
Hadoop—Open source cloud framework written in Java for distributed storage and processing
Infrastructure—Everything that supports the processing of information in a virtual environment
JMP—A statistical software developed by SAS Institute with an easy to use graphical interface
Statistical library—A collection of statistical functions
MapReduce—Programming model that distributes processing over multiple servers in the cloud
Open source—Software that is freely available and may be used without a software license
Python—Open source high-level general-purpose programming language
R—Open source statistical programming language and software environment
RStudio—Open source development environment and user interface for using R in the cloud
SAS (Statistical Analysis System)—Software suite and programming language for data
management and statistical analysis
Structured data—Data with a high degree or organizations, usually tabular
Unstructured data—Data that is not organized in a pre-defined way
Vectorized operations—Operations that are applied to an array (vector) instead of individually to
the items within an array
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Amazon Web Services (AWS) Terms
AWS—Variety of cloud resources in a pay-as-you-go pricing model
EC2 (Elastic Cloud Computing)—Virtual computer web service by AWS that provides
computing capacity in the cloud
Amazon EMR (Elastic MapReduce)—Amazon’s MapReduce (see MapReduce)
Get & Put requests—Requests to access or alter information in S3
S3 (Simple Storage Service)—Online file storage web service offered by AWS
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Design - Advisory Tool for Starting a Big Data Project
This advisory tool serves as a starting point for big data projects. The goal of the advisory
tool is to allow the user to cut down on big data consulting costs by taking an active role in the
project. This is assuming that the user has the time and resources to do so. This guide serves as a
tool to anyone interested in learning from big data in a cost effective manner. This tool is similar
to the 3-step process used by big data consulting companies, but in a slightly different order. Big
data companies often use the same services that are already available to anyone such as Amazon
Web Services’ (AWS) EC2, and S3. AWS and many other big data services charge on a pay-asyou-go basis for any user. Therefore by managing the project yourself, you avoid the markups
that big data consulting companies charge in addition to the actual cost of services provided
Managing your own project gives you the ability to directly control, the level of data
engineering performed and thus the costs associated with it. The total costs of the project are
largely determined by the skills possessed in statistical analysis, data engineering, and platform
development. Every stage of the process, with the exception of creating statistical algorithms,
can be learned and applied without formal education. Step three will explain why only a data
scientist should create statistical algorithms. In self-managed big data projects, decision nodes
will be reached to decide on whether to self-perform or to hire a subject matter expert.
The overall approach in any big data project is to begin with questions of interest that
address specific business requirements. These should be clearly defined and must be aligned with
specific business goals. This leads into evaluating the data requirements to determine what data
needs to be retained and what can be discarded. Once the data requirements are determined then
the data science process can begin.
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The data science process is summarized in Figure 2. Data science is the process of
collecting raw data and turning it into information and eventually intelligence. Once the raw data
is collected it must be cleaned and re-cleaned until it is ready for statistical models and
algorithms. This is an iterative process where data wrangling and exploratory data analysis are
continually performed until it is determined that models and algorithms can be applied. Models
and algorithms output a data product that can then be used to make decisions. The data product
that is outputted is communicated through visualizations and reports so that intelligent datadriven decisions can be made.

Figure 2: Data Science Process Flow Chart [17]
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Data Wrangling
Data wrangling is the process of changing the data from one form to another so that it is
ready for statistical analysis. When data wrangling in a big data project, it’s important to
consider the problem statement when looking for data that could be used for analysis. Once the
problem statement is clearly stated and understood, you can begin to define the data needed to
address the problem statement. The search for data now has a specific direction and the
collection and storage of the data should be organized and structured to best compliment the
statistical method of choice.
The data will come from many sources and in many formats, so it is likely that the data
will need to be reformatted prior to analysis. Sometimes this process can be as easy as a copy
and paste operation from one source to another. However it may not always be this simple, and
the data found often needs to be structured so that it’s ready for analysis. Even after the data is
cleaned and ran through an analysis, the cleaning may not be done. It is not uncommon to repeat
the cleaning process multiple times throughout the analysis as new problems come to light or
new data is collected. There are many tools out there to aid in the wrangling of data and these
tools specialize in different aspects of the wrangling process. The different aspects of the
wrangling process are data enrichment, ETL/blending, and data integration [18].
Data enrichment is the cleaning of data. This can take the form of human or automated
enrichment, both of which have advantages and disadvantages. Human enrichment is based on
the premise that there are tasks that people are better at than machines, such as image
classification and language processing (sarcasm, irony, or slang). The challenge here is to find
the right combination of both as to be most efficient without sacrificing accuracy.
ETL/Blending (extract, transform, and load blending) is the process where data is joined
together from different sources. An example of this is joining company credit card spending
23

information with the types of expenses that employees are allowed to write off. ETL is very
similar to data integration. The difference is that data integration focuses more with connecting
data applications and specific formats rather than combining data sets with one another.
Two open source tools for data wrangling are Kettle by Pentaho and OpenRefine
(formerly Google Refine). Both tools offer easy click and drag user interface to support data
wrangling methods like ETL and data integration. OpenRefine is an organization started by
google to run ETL and data integration tools [18]. More often today, companies are building
their own unique wrangling tools using Python. Python is an open source programming
language, and one that can be utilized for other parts of big data projects as well [20].
The techniques for data wrangling vary depending on the initial and desired structure of
the data. This is driven by the method of analysis chosen, however the goal remains to get the
data in a structured form ready for analysis. Data tidying is an important part of data cleaning,
because tidy data sets are much easier to manipulate, model, and visualize. A key aspect of tidy
data is that it complements the vectorized operations used in R. The specific structure of tidy
data sets is each variable is a column, each observation is a row, and each type of observational
unit is a table [21]. The third attribute becomes relevant with larger volumes of data.
See appendix A for a cheat sheet to data wrangle with graphics and syntax in R. The
cheat sheet provides graphics and code examples for the techniques discussed below and for
many other techniques. Tidy data is what the final product should look like but the actual content
of the variables is the important part. Reshaping the data is one technique in data wrangling in
which you change the layout of a data set. This includes transforming, separating, uniting,
sorting, and more. Transforming is where you turn rows into columns or columns into rows (see
Figure 3). Separating is very important because it allows you to further break down information
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into new variables which allows for more thorough analysis. The reshaping methods facilitate
organization of the data into a tidy data set.

Figure 3: Transforming and Separating graphics and R code [19]

Subsetting observations and variables are useful techniques and they help to extract and
select variables or observations that meet certain criteria. Subsetting is fundamental to data
storage and processing because it can enable or hinder efficient use of computing resources.
Summarizing data also can greatly enable efficient processing and storage because a data
summary contains information about great volumes of data without the impact of storage
volume. Some common summary functions are means, standard deviations, and counts. New
variables can be made to better explain other variables or aspects of them. One example of this is
binary flags that define a characteristic of another variable. Grouping and ungrouping data are
techniques that enable categorical effects to be better visualized and understood.
The techniques so far have focused on manipulation of data within a data set, but
combining and separating data sets are also crucial techniques to data wrangling. Data often
comes from many sources and it follows that data sets must be combined. One approach is to
merge data sets in which a common variable (unique identifier) is used to match attributes of the
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data sets being merged (see Figure 4). Stacking data sets is a method where data sets are simply
stacked on top of each other. This also requires the data sets to share the same unique identifier
variable.

Figure 4: Combining Data Sets [19]

As mentioned earlier data wrangling is an iterative process in which the data is
continually cleaned and structured. This must be repeatedly done because new problems with the
data will come to light during the analysis stages of the process. Changes in the problem
statement of the project and the direction of data collection will also drive the need for
continuous data wrangling throughout the project.

Statistical Analysis
The statistical analysis portion of the process takes the form of exploratory data analysis
and the use of existing models and algorithms. This step is the limiting factor for most users
because of the complex nature of statistics. The key word here is existing, and it means that the
algorithm already exists in a library of the software. The use of existing methods should always
be attempted to the highest performance before justifying the costs to pay for the development of
new algorithms. Fundamental errors can arise from the use of statistical methods without the
proper understanding of them. Some common errors are due to a lack of understanding in areas
of sampling populations, confounders, bias, overfitting, model assumptions, and sensitivity
analysis.
Exploratory analysis creates information, while the use of statistical models and
algorithms creates intelligence. As such one must begin with exploratory analysis, which most
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commonly takes the form of descriptive statistics and data visualization. Means and standard
deviations are examples of descriptive statistics are. Data visualization is the examination of data
in graphical format. Once the data is better understood, statistical models called algorithms can
be applied to the data to create intelligence. Statistical methods for big data can be categorized
into supervised and unsupervised learning methods.
Supervised learning methods are mainly concerned with prediction of some criterion. The
basis of these methods is to use an algorithm to attempt “to ‘learn’ a rule or set or rules for
predicting a criterion based on observed data” [22]. Unsupervised learning methods do not aim
to predict a criterion but instead seek to summarize and explain key features of the data. An
important distinction between the two learning methods is that supervised learning methods aim
to optimize some measure of performance. Unsupervised learning methods typically lack
absolute measures of performance.
Within both supervised and unsupervised learning methods, a further breakdown of
parametric and nonparametric methods exist. The main difference is that parametric methods
have assumptions about types of probability distributions and inferences of parameters. Nonparametric methods do not have probability distribution assumptions and the parameters of a
model are not fixed. If the assumptions of a parametric model are not met then the results can be
very misleading and for that reason parametric methods are not very robust. The robustness of
methods is further challenged by the volume of big data.
Analysis of data takes many forms depending on the question at hand and the data
available. Some examples are predictive analytics, text analytics, network analytics, and web
analytics. Predictive analytics is the field of predicting an outcome based on current and
historical inputs. Text analytics is the process of deriving high quality information from the
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analyzing of patterns and trends in text. Network analytics is a method of describing and
visualizing connections among objects. Web analytics is the application of various methods to
analyze web data such as website views, hits, and clicks. Data analytics are carried out by
traditional statistical methods, new big data methods, or a combination of both. The user will
need to determine the appropriate methods for their big data project. If existing methods are not
adequate for the results required from the analysis, then new statistical algorithms will need to be
developed to achieve the required result.
The exact statistical methods will vary for each big data project, but regardless of the
statistical methods chosen there are many important things to keep in mind in during analysis.
Confounding is a fundamental part of statistical analysis in which a variable not in the model is
causing a large amount of bias on the model. Confounding is a large contributor to spurious
relationships, which in this case are perceived relationships between variables that are estimated
incorrectly because of a confounding factor. An example of this is ice-cream consumption and
the number of drowning deaths. At first they may seem to have a positive relationship and one
may start to think a cause-and-effect relationship exists. This is obviously erroneous, and a closer
look at confounding variables reveals that season and outside temperature influence both icecream consumption and the number of drowning deaths (more people swimming).
The above example of cause-and-effect thinking leads to an even bigger potential pitfall
in statistical analysis. The pitfall, which too many fall victim to, is confusing correlation with
causation. This is absolutely false because this type of cause-and-effect relationship can only be
determined if a controlled experiment is designed and carried out. Spurious relationships can also
be caused entirely by chance. This is due to the volume of big data and that coincidences of
strong relationships will appear even though the relationship has no predictive power. Another
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caution of big data analysis that relates to relationships between variables is multicollinearity.
This is when two or more explanatory variables in a prediction model relate strongly to each
other. This is a major issue in traditional linear methods and one that is magnified by big data
because of the vast amount of information available, and the fact that so much of it is related.
There are many more caveats, warnings, and cautions of statistical analysis and big data
but this guide can’t address them all. The best advice is to fully understand the limitations and
pitfalls of the statistical methods of choice. Once these are understood it can be determined if the
statistical method of choice is robust enough for the application or if more robust methods are
needed. This determination will lead you to the pivotal decision in the data engineering step of
whether the need for development of new statistical algorithms exists.

Data Engineering
Data engineering consists of creating and applying statistical algorithms, utilizing cloud
infrastructure to distribute processing, and the development of a complete platform solution. The
creation of statistical algorithms is something that only a data scientist can do, so if the need
exists for algorithm development then a data scientist must be hired to do so. However, the
utilization of cloud infrastructure and the development of a complete platform solution can be
done without the direct hiring of a data scientist. This is carried out by applying open source
tools in combination with pay-as-you-go cloud services. Hadoop is an example of an open source
infrastructure software. According to Mike Gualtieri’s video on “What is Hadoop”, he explains
that Hadoop (open source software under Apache) is an infrastructure software for storing and
processing large data sets [23].
Hadoop stores data through HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System). A distributed file
system is an arrangement of network computers in which files are located on many computers.
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This allows you to store a large quantity of files that are too large for traditional computers.
Hadoop processes data through a framework called MapReduce. It processes all the data on the
servers by sending the processing software to where the data is stored, rather than moving the
data to where the software is stored. The reason this is done is because the data is very large and
takes too long to send to the software to process.
Hadoop is used by large companies for storing and processing big data. It uses Hive to
query data sets for processing, and can deal with storing structured and unstructured data. This
software however is not easy to use for just anybody. It has to be used by those with JAVA
programming skills or support tools to help guide users through the software. Hadoop works
with many vendors to create support tools that will expand the versatility in the types of queries
that could be applied to the data. Since Hadoop focuses on being able to distribute workloads of
storage and processing, other vendors like Amazon Web Services (AWS) exist to allow users to
utilize Hadoop framework in a more user friendly environment.
The easiest way to get started with AWS is to create an account and access the AWS
Management Console to manage your use of AWS services. Within the console will include
documentation and detailed guides for working with the resource groups AWS provides along
with managing the console itself. It’s suggested using the free tutorials that offer interactive labs
for each AWS tool to enhance understanding and applicability.
The account administration resource of the console is where the cost breakdown statistics
of AWS usage in time, storage, and computing power will be. Taking the time early to
understand your usage is essential to managing how money should be spent with the service. The
resource groups in AWS include storage, computing, analytics, databases, deployment and
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management, and app services, however for this part of the guide will focus on storage,
computing, and analytics.
Storage space begins with S3’s free tier option which offers a 5GB of free storage and
monthly limitations of 20,000 get requests, 2,000 put requests, and 15GB of data transfer. To
start computing, the EC2 On-Demand Instance t2.micro option should be chosen because it’s
free for the first year, with a limit of 750 hours per month. It may have a slow computing speed
being that it’s the most basic selection, but this is perfect for starting out and gaining experience.
The analytics resource group has a couple options to choose from in terms of how data is
processed. The best start is to make use of the open source RStudio IDE and incorporate it into
EC2. Simple lines of code are written into the AMI in EC2 to allow for the integration of
RStudio. There are open sources with easy installation instructions for RStudio.
(http://www.louisaslett.com/RStudio_AMI/ ). For bigger data down the road, RStudio can also
be enabled to work with Amazon’s EMR. Also understand that RStudio has plenty of preinstalled statistical libraries available for use in performing a wide variety of analysis.
Researching the type of analysis within the libraries is necessary to utilize the existing
algorithms.
The tools and tutorials to begin utilizing cloud infrastructure for big data projects are out
there in open source formats with plenty of support. By utilizing these tools in combination with
AWS, you can develop a big data approach where you only pay for what you use. This is a much
more cost mindful alternative to the option of opening up your wallet to a big data consulting
company. It also allows you to make more informed decisions throughout the lifecycle of the
project without the contractual commitment of a consulting relationship. See appendix B for a
detailed list of vendors for data sources, data wrangling, and data applications.
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Methods - Big Data Analysis
The experimentation for the advisory tool was carried out through wrangling and analysis
of many large data sets. Due to scope and time constraints, the experimentation was not carried
out for the entire design. The experimentation is based on the data wrangling and statistical
analysis parts of the guide. The data sets found online were mostly structured but data wrangling
was an ongoing process needed throughout the analysis. The data engineering step was not
experimented with due to scope and time constraints for this project.
The goal of the statistical analysis was to find the variables that best predicted a chosen
response. This was done by using backward variable elimination in multiple regression.
Automated variable selection methods like backward elimination can only operate with
quantitative continuous variables so categorical variables were excluded from the analysis. It is
not standard in regression to ignore categorical variables, but it had to be done in this project to
achieve the volume and variety of analysis that were desired. This is another example of scope
and time limitations. Due to the exploratory nature of this project, in depth analysis and model
building for each data set was not carried out. However, the variable selection algorithm of
backward elimination was evaluated with replication in the context of big data. The variable
selection trends were analyzed to better understand how variables are selected for a multiple
regression model with the algorithm. This experimentation allowed for the robustness of the
variable selection technique to be evaluated.
The backward elimination variable selection algorithm is carried out by first adding all
the potential variables to the model. It then proceeds to remove the variables, one by one, until
all the variables that remain are significant to the model. A variable is significant in the model if
the sequential partial F-test yields a p-value less than the level of significance (alpha or α). A .05
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level of significance was used in all analysis. The sequential partial F-test compares the amount
of variability explained by a model to that of a reduced version of the model. The test takes into
account the different number of explanatory variables in each model, because more variables will
always explain more variability. The goal of the test is determine whether the “reduced model” is
good enough, or if there is a big enough difference in variability explained to warrant the use of
the “full model”. The null hypothesis for this test is that the reduced model is adequate. The
corresponding alternative hypothesis is that the reduced model is not adequate. The sequential
aspect of the test refers to the fact that the variable in question is added to the model last, and as
such the difference in variability explained (reduced vs. full model) is due to that variable alone.
In other words it is the difference in variability explained by the variable in question, after taking
into account the other variables in the model.
Progressive sampling was used with the variable selection algorithm to allow for the
trends to be analyzed across different sample sizes. Progressive sampling is a process in which
the sample size of analysis is increased until the accuracy of the model is maintained. In the
variable selection context, accuracy of the model takes the form of consistent variable selection.
From this point on, the sample in progressive sampling will be referred to as the sub-sample.
This is because the samples being analyzed were randomly sampled from a data set and not a
population, and thus they are a sample of a sample.
Progressive sampling was carried out on a geometric sampling schedule beginning with a
sub-sample size of 50 and using 2 as the common ratio. This resulted in the sample size doubling
throughout the schedule (50, 100, 200, etc.). Ten replicates were performed at each sub-sample
size. When the sub-sample size was greater than 10% of the data set size, less replicates were
collected in order to preserve unique sub-samples. Sub-samples were collected by randomly
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sampling the entire dataset using simple random sampling. Simple random sampling is sampling
without replacement. This ensured that each sub-sample was unique. Once the sub-samples were
created, the backward variable elimination algorithm was applied to the sub-samples. For each
replicate the variables selected by the algorithm were recorded in a table of all potential
variables. If a variable was selected for a given replicate then the corresponding cell was
populated with a one. The percentage of times a variable was selected for each sub-sample size
was calculated and recorded in a summary table.

Once the variable selection percentages for each sub-sample size were collected, the data
was graphed (see Figure 5). The vertical axis is the variable selection percentages from 0% to
100% and the values represent the percent of times that a variable was selected in a given subsample size. The horizontal axis is the sub-sample size as it is increased through progressive
sampling. The “ALL Obs.” point at the end of the horizontal axis is where the entire dataset was
run through the variable selection algorithm. This was not a sub-sample and there is no
replication at that point so the corresponding selection percentage can only be 0% or 100%. Each
of the lines in the graph represents a different variable.
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Figure 5: Variable Selection Trends

The two triangular regions and the region between them represent the breakdown of the
three variable trends that were identified and further investigated. The shape and size of the three
regions are not exact, and in fact the shape and size of the regions differ for each data set
analyzed. In addition, the lines will rarely fall exactly into one region, as in the case of the blue
line above. Often the lines will cross over more than one region, but nonetheless the trend can
still be identified, as in the case of the orange line. The green triangle represents the trend of the
variable that had high selection percentages in small sub-sample sizes. This trend will be referred
to as “above,” and it identifies the variables that showed their importance to the model early on
in the progressive sampling. The red triangle represents the trend that the variable had low
selection percentages in large sub-sample sizes. This trend identifies variables that did not show
their importance until late in the progressive sampling, or in other words they are variables that
“sneak” into the model. This trend will be referred to as “below.” The region between the red
and green triangles represents the trend that the selection percentage of the variable gradually
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increased as the sub-sample size increased. This trend will be referred to as “middle.” These
trends only apply to the variables that were selected for the model in “ALL Obs.” The analysis is
based around recognizing these trends for variables selected in the model when the entire dataset
was entered into the variable selection algorithm.
Once the trends are graphed and categorized as above, below, or middle, the next step
taken was to further investigate the variables by category. One additional category is variables
that did not make it into the model when the entire dataset was entered into the variable selection
algorithm. This category will be referred to as “not in model”. First, the response is graphed
against each explanatory variable and the corresponding correlation coefficient is recorded. The
correlation coefficient quantifies the strength and direction of the linear relationship between two
variables. Multicollinearity issues were also explored through matrix scatter plot graphs and
variance inflation values (VIFs). Multicollinearity is when two or more explanatory variables in
a prediction model relate strongly to each other. Multicollinearity is bad because it causes
problems in the estimation and interpretation of parameters. In fact, one of the assumptions of
multiple linear regression is that little or no multicollinearity exists in the model.
Matrix scatterplot graphs were used to visually evaluate the severity of multicollinearity
before the variable selection algorithm was applied. This was done prior to the application of the
algorithm because multicollinearity confuses variable selection and therefore makes the method
less robust. VIF values can only be collected after a model is created. VIF values in excess of 10
are evidence that multicollinearity is a problem. Some analysis was repeated twice in its entirety,
once when multicollinearity was ignored from the start, and again when it was reduced or
eliminated from the start. The other differences between the first and second analysis of data sets
arose from exploratory analysis and the iterations of loop seen in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Iterative loop of data wrangling, exploratory analysis, and model building [17]

Efficiency was key in being able to carry out many analyses and to provide replications
within each analysis. Efficiency was obtained through the use of SAS (Statistical Analysis
System). SAS is a software suite that, among many things, has the ability to wrangle and analyze
data. SAS was used extensively in the analysis to automate data wrangling, random sampling,
and replications of variable selection. JMP was also used in this project to compliment SAS
when a graphical user interface served the analysis needs better. JMP was used to create final
models and report model measures that would have been more time consuming to produce in
SAS. Excel was also used in the data wrangling and data transferring processes. It was used to
wrangle data because excel has many easy to use formulas for organizing and filtering data. It
was then used to convert the data to a comma separated values (.csv) file format to then be read
in by SAS. In addition to the tools used to process the data, the documentation of the data sets
was extremely useful as well. It allowed for a thorough understanding of the meaning of the
variables present as well as the unique attributes about the data.
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Results
The goal was to get experience applying parts of the advisory tool, and to test the
usefulness of it. The iterative loop of data wrangling, exploratory analysis, and model building
was the only part of the guide carried out due to scope and time constraints. The model building
was limited and only done to record and evaluate measures that were affected by the iterations of
data wrangling. Thus the analysis focused on carrying out the iterative loop of data wrangling
and analysis to the highest performance. The iterative loop was applied to many data sets across
many industries. The data came from hospital and manufacturing operations, housing and
energy, and various national accounts such as GDP. Appendices C1 through C13 contain
summary information of the analysis performed on each data set. The data came mostly
structured, but this only confirmed the need for iterative data wrangling and exploratory analysis.
The results presented are centered on the analysis of the hospital operations data, because
it best represents the use of the guide and the iterations of data wrangling and exploratory
analysis. See appendices C8 and C9 for summarized results. The annual hospital financial data
came from the office of statewide health planning and development for California. There was a
dataset for each year from 1995 to 2014, so the first step was combining the datasets. The format
and structure of the data varied from year to year so the first step was gaining a thorough
understanding of the data and how to standardize the information. The key difference in the
datasets was that later versions of the data had new variables that were categorizations of old
variables by health care plans. The data was standardized by summarizing the categorized
variables into totals. These totals then matched the format of the variables in the earlier datasets,
and then all of the data was combined into one large set. At this point there were 8,781
observations with a total of 225 variables, including the unique identifier for each observation.
The exploratory analysis began once the datasets were standardized, tidy, and combined.
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Exploratory analysis took the form of selecting the variables in the dataset that could be
used with the backward elimination variable selection algorithm. This algorithm only works for
categorical continuous variables, so the first step was to identify these variables. There were 59
quantitative and continuous available. Some of which include labor statistics, income statement
data, and a wide variety of operational data ranging from time spent in the operating room to
number of beds in the facility. The response variable chosen was total operational expenses,
which are the total costs incurred for providing patient care at the facility. Once the response was
chosen the next step was to examine the rest of the variables to see what could best predict total
operational expenses. This is the most important step in regression because the quality of the
explanatory variables determines the quality of the predictive analytics.
Upon visual inspection of the data, it was noticed that some of the variables had a value of zero
for many observations. This was further evaluated by quantifying how many observations had a
value of zero for a given variable. A percentage was calculated to represent this proportion. It
was found that 26 of the variables had values of zero in over 50% of the observations. It was
determined that these variables should not be entered into the variable selection algorithm due to
the lack of robustness in the variable selection algorithm in the presence of this phenomenon.
The algorithm looks for strength of the linear relationship, and the high concentration of zeros
does not allow for the linear relationship to be evaluated correctly. Figure 7 shows a scatterplot
graph of a variable with too many zeros. After the variables with too many zeros were removed
there were 33 quantitative continuous variables left. Further examination of the variables showed
that some variables were linear combinations of other an algorithm.
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Figure 7: Scatterplot of High Zero Concentration

The Backwards variable elimination algorithm was performed in SAS, using replicates at
increasing sub-sample sizes on a geometric sampling schedule. The sub-samples were collected
using the simple random sampling algorithm in SAS. Ten sub-samples were created for each
sub-sample size on the sampling schedule (50, 100, 200, 400, and 800). In addition there were
six sub-samples taken of size 1463, four of size 2195, and two of size 4390. Variable selection of
the dataset as a whole was also performed. Each sub-sample was run through the variable
selection algorithm and the variables chosen were recorded. The variables selected when the
entire set was run were the ones that are referred to as making it into the model.

Figure 8: Medical Dataset All Variables Selected in “ALL. Obs.”
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Once all the results were recorded the variable selection trends were graphed. Across the
horizontal axis is the sub-sample size and across the vertical axis is the percent of times the
variable was chosen in the sub-sample size. Each line represents a different variable, and the
trends were analyzed only for variables that were selected when the entire dataset was run (ALL.
Obs.). Upon first glance it just looks like a mess of lines (Figure 8), but after the graphs are
categorized, the trends of above below and middle can be seen clearly. The above trend is seen in
Figure 9, for the gross patient revenue variable. It makes sense that gross patient revenue would
be a good predictor, and its importance was
evident even in small sample sizes. The
bottom two graphs (Figure 10) show the
middle trend (left graph) and the below
trend (right graph). The below trend is
harder to visualize, but it can be seen that
these are the variables that do not show their

Figure 9: Medical Dataset Variables Selected Early

importance until late in the progressive
sampling. It’s important when a variable
shows up in the progressive sampling
schedule because it is a reflection of how
much data is needed to be processed to learn
the importance of the variable. A variable in

Figure 10: Medical Dataset Variables Selected (middle and
below trends)

the above trend is recognized early, and with less processing. This is important when processing
in the cloud environment because more time processing costs more money.
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The next step is to create a model and make transformations if necessary to meet the
model assumptions of multiple linear regression. This step was not carried out to the extent of
transformations and ensuring model validity. However, the variables were entered into a model
so that the VIF measures could be recorded and multicollinearity could be explored. The VIF
values indicated that there was evidence of multicollinearity. BED_LIC (licensed beds) and
BED_AVL (available beds) both had VIF values around 25. VIF values in excess of 10 indicate
that multicollinearity is a problem. These two variables are extremely similar, in that they are
both counts of beds but with different classifications. It is not surprising that they display
multicollinearity. Little or no multicollinearity is one of the assumptions of multiple linear
regression, so this issue must be fixed before moving on with the building of the prediction
model. Thus the iterative loop of data wrangling, exploratory analysis, and model building
continues to turn.
One way to address the problem of multicollinearity is to remove the problematic
variables from the model. However, since multicollinearity affects the estimation of the effects
of variables, then the entire variable selection algorithm was affected by the multicollinearity as
well. Thus, more data wrangling was performed to resolve the multicollinearity issue. Through
this iteration of data wrangling it was found that an additional 11 variables displayed problematic
multicollinearity. Some of the variables were removed entirely. Others, like the categories of
beds, were averaged into a new variable. The end result of this iteration of wrangling is that 15
variables were entered into the variable selection algorithm instead of 26. The result of this
iteration of wrangling is that no problematic multicollinearity was seen in the variables selected
by the algorithm. The analysis of this dataset ended with the second run of the variable selection
algorithm.
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Multicollinearity problems were seen in many of the data sets analyzed and this often led
to repeating analysis of entire data sets multiple times. The tax data from 990 forms is a great
example where the Multicollinearity problem was removed entirely in the second analysis. See
Appendix C1 and C2 for the differences in the first and second analysis of the tax data.
Multicollinearity could not always be removed as in the example above. Multicollinearity was a
big problem in the GDP and National Accounts data sets. This is often seen in economic data
because of the similarities of economic measures. There was severe Multicollinearity in both
analyses of the GDP data sets. See Appendices C4 and C5 for the different analyses of the GDP
data sets. See Appendices C6 and C7 for the different analyses of the National Accounts data
sets.
The iterative process of data wrangling, statistical analysis, and model building was
carried out for all the data sets. The hope was to see commonalities across data sets in the way
the variable selection trends were affected by the iterations of wrangling and analysis.
Specifically, the interest was in identifying patterns in different industry sectors so that the
iterative wrangling and analysis could be standardized for future users of the advisory tool. There
were no conclusive findings that indicated these methods could be standardized across different
industry sectors. However, it was observed that the iterations of data wrangling and analysis are
better associated with the statistical algorithm of choice. This is not to say that the iterations of
wrangling and analysis can’t be standardized for specific problems that the data presents.
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Discussion
Big data is a term typically reserved for data sets that are so big or complex that
traditional data processing and storage techniques are inadequate. The term big data is used
loosely in this paper to also include data sets that are just below the boundary of what traditional
processing and storage techniques are capable of. The statistical analysis was not carried out to
the point of creating prediction models. This was acceptable because the goal of the
experimentation was to apply parts of the design and to challenge the robustness of a traditional
statistical method in the presence of big data
The iterations of data wrangling and analysis were the focus of the experimentation. The
goal was to test the usefulness of the advisory tool. Scope and time constraints of the project
limited the design testing to the iterations of data wrangling and analysis. This covers
approximately the first half of the guide, leaving out the final model building and data
engineering. The experience gained, through the iterations of data wrangling and exploratory
analysis, was extremely valuable in evaluating the usefulness of the design. One key point is that
a fundamental understanding of what the data represents is crucial to enhancing the results of
data wrangling and analysis. The statistical analysis improved every time the iterative loop was
navigated.
The wrangling and analysis iterations of many different data sets would not have been
possible without an efficient approach. This was attained through the utilization of various SAS
libraries that provided the many algorithms used for data wrangling, random sampling, and
variable selection. SAS is efficient at analyzing large amounts of data because it uses vectorized
operations, as does R. Efficiency in processing and storage is key in big data analysis because of
the pay-as-you-go model for storage and processing.
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The robustness of the variable selection algorithm was challenged through the
experimentation of wrangling and analysis. The robustness of a statistical method refers to the
effectiveness of the method in the presence of outliers and other departures from the model
assumptions. In statistics, classical methods rely heavily on model assumptions which are not
always met in practice. An example of this is the little or no multicollinearity assumption of
multiple linear regression. This assumption was not initially met in some of the data sets, but it
was combatted through iterations of data wrangling and analysis. If the assumptions of a model
can’t be met, then a more robust statistical method will be needed. An example of this is when
the assumptions of parametric models are not met and nonparametric methods must be attempted
instead. Big data challenges the robustness of traditional statistical methods. When the
robustness of existing methods does not allow for the required accuracy of results, then the
creation of new algorithms must be explored. The robustness of existing methods and the
statistical knowledge of the analyst are the limiting factors of the guide. This is something that
will likely be faced when using the advisory tool.
The results of applying the advisory tool will vary from case to case, depending on the
critical skills the user possesses and the development of such skills. The critical skills begin with
R, Python, and knowledge in the statistical methods of choice. Basic knowledge of statistics, and
any programming language is a must to begin utilizing this guide. This can be as simple as VBA
and a few statistics courses. These fundamental skills are the building blocks needed to begin
using the guide. In addition, the knowledge of a statistical programming language such as R or
SAS will give you an even better foundation to start with. Experience in the cloud is the next
skill that will greatly increase the usability to the advisory tool.
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The best start is to first get good at R and become familiar with the statistical libraries it
contains. This allows data wrangling and exploratory analysis to be performed at a high level.
However, this is just the start. To maximize the usability of the guide, a strong understanding and
control over the statistical methods of choice is crucial. The results of the analysis are entirely
dependent of the accuracy of the statistics used. It is the results of the statistical analysis that will
lead to more informed data driven decision making.
Statistical proficiency is the limiting factor in the advisory tool. This is because the
programming languages of R and Python, can be learned without much formal education.
However, statistical proficiency can’t be acquired by reading forums online and patching
together code examples, as can be done with learning programming languages. That being said,
it is not unlikely that outside help may be needed from a statistician or data scientist. However, if
the analysis is carried out thoroughly, and valid models can be created, then there may not be a
need for a statistician.
The advisory tool is a great way to begin harnessing the power of learning from big data.
However, continuous improvement in all things is always necessary and as such there is room for
improvement in the guide. First and foremost, the guide does not include any information on data
collection methods. This is very important because without data to analyze, there is no use for
the guide. Data collection was left out due to scope and time constraints. In addition to data
collection, the advisory tool should include pseudo code and more code excerpts (R and Python).
This would greatly add to the usefulness and applicability of the tool. The guide did not include
specifics about the AWS tools available, but that was not necessary because of the vast amount
of educational resources available by AWS.
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This project pushed the boundaries of what can be done with big data using traditional
computer framework (no cloud usage). Storage and processing limits of traditional computers
were tested and in some cases reached, which only further verifies the eventual need to operate
in the cloud environment. For example some data sets were too big to be downloaded. The limits
of excel were the first to be reached in the form of excel crashing when trying to open the data
set. In these cases SAS was used to read in and explore the data. The processing limits of SAS
were never reached, even when millions of observations were analyzed using the variable
selection algorithms. This is because of the efficiency of vectorized operations.

Cost Justification
In comparison to hiring a big data consulting company, using the advisory tool may take
longer to carry out the project to completion. However, the experience gained by carrying out the
project using the advisory tool is invaluable. Just the experience alone, of carrying out the
iterations of data wrangling and exploratory analysis, will lead to an enhanced comprehension of
data and the power it possess. Self-performing data wrangling has great cost saving benefits.
Data wrangling typically occupies 80% of data scientist’s time in big data projects, and the
biggest hurdle for them is receiving dirty data [24]. So if a data scientist is needed in the project,
wrangling the data first by yourself will result in less time spent wrangling by the data scientist.
Since data scientists are paid very high hourly wages ($150-$200 per hour) [9], extra time saved
wrangling equates to direct cost savings. This is assuming that the data wrangling performed
before a data scientist takes over is of adequate quality.
The next savings realized by use of the advisory tool is in avoiding the markups that
consulting companies charge in addition to the actual cost. These markups exist anytime a third
party is utilized for project management or services. Going to the source eliminates these
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markups. This is done by accessing AWS directly and only paying for the data and processing
performed, not the third party markup. This is also done when subject matter experts such as data
scientists or statisticians need to be hired. This assumes that they can be hired at cost and for the
duration of the job. This is not a far stretch because in all industries there are specialists who
operate on their own as a private contractor. This assumption of outsourced work obtained at cost
applies for any aspects of the project that need to be sub-contracted out.
Exact numerical comparisons of the total cost of ownership of a big data project for the
advisory tool versus a big data consulting company could not be obtained. This is due to the
varying nature of each big data project and the critical skills possessed by the user of the
advisory tool. If the advisory tool had been carried out from start to finish, then a more exact cost
justification could have been carried out.
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Conclusion
This project addresses the need for a cost effective approach to big data projects. The
problem is that the knowledge of what it takes to self-perform a big data project is not commonly
known and the consulting alternatives are not cost effective. To solve this problem it was first
understood how big data consulting companies carry out big data projects and the corresponding
costs. The next objective was to carry out big data analyses and apply findings from the research
and experimentation to make recommendations for those who wish to carry out their own big
data projects. The main conclusions are:


Self-performing data wrangling can save lots of money in a big data project



Statistical knowledge is the limiting factor in self-performing a big data project



Open source tools are available and powerful enough for big data analysis
o R for data wrangling and statistical algorithms
o Python for implementing cloud architecture

The experimentation was very important in realizing that the limitation of the design is in
the statistical knowledge of the user. This was realized as the robustness of the traditional
method of multiple linear regression was challenged. Multicollinearity, which is heightened in
big data, was the biggest contributor to challenging the robustness of this method. More robust
methods for multiple regression exist and should be utilized. However these methods require
more statistical knowledge and thus the main limitation is the analyst’s statistical proficiency.
Big data is everywhere and this project serves as a starting point for taking on a big data
project. It explains the tools that are needed to carry out a big data project and how to access
them. Much more can be detailed about big data projects but due to the uniqueness of each
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project it is best to seek out specific case studies that can be applied to each application.
However, this project is very useful in driving home the point that big data projects can be selfmanaged in a cost effective manner.
If we could do this project differently next time there are some things we would change.
Instead of analyzing many data sets we would focus on one set and attempt to use the data to
drive a business decision. Furthermore we would develop a cloud application to store and
process the data. These changes would allow for an entire case study to be developed to more
accurately estimate the costs and benefits of self-performing a big data project. However, this
project was still very beneficial as the results are a tool to start and manage your own big data
project. This brings the power of big data to businesses in a cost effective manner.
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Appendix C1: 990 Tax (1st Analysis)

Model before backwards selection takes place:
totfuncexpns = compnsatncurrofcr

cstbasisecur

cstbasisothr

gnlsecur

gnlsothr grsalesecur grsalesinvent grsalesothr grsincfndrsng grsincgaming
grsincmembers grsincother grsrcptspublicuse grsrntsprsnl
invstmntinc

grsrntsreal

initiationfees

lesscstofgoods lessdirfndrsng lessdirgaming miscrevtot11e netgnls netincfndrsng

netincgaming netincsales netrntlinc othrsalwages payrolltx profndraising rntlexpnsprsnl
rntlexpnsreal rntlincprsnl rntlincreal royaltsinc subseccd totcntrbgfts

totprgmrevnue

totrevenue txexmptbndsproceeds

Variables:
● Not in model: gnlsecur, grsalesecur, grsalesothr, grsincfndrsng, grsincother,
grsrcptspublicuse, grsrntsreal, initiationfees, netincgaming, netincsales, netrnlinc,
rntlexpnsprsnl, subseccd, totrevenue
● In model:
○ above (bottom left): investmntinc, miscrevto11e, othrsalwages, totcntrbgfts,
totprgmrevenue
○ below (bottom right): grsincgaming, grsrntsprsnl, lessdirgaming, netincfndrsng,
rntlexpnsreal, rntlincprsnl, rntlincreal
○ Middle(bottom middle): compnsatncurrofcr, cstbasisecur, cstbasisothr, gnlsothr,
grsalsinvent, grsincmembers, lesscstofgoods, lessdirfndrsng, netgnls, payrolltx,
profndraising, royaltsinc, txexmptbndsproceeds
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Multicollinearity:

grsincgaming: VIF=11.5
lessdirgaming: VIF=11.5
othrsalwages: VIF=22.1
payrolltx: VIF=20.7

Response vs. Explanatory
Above:

R^2=.0719,

R^2=.0570

R^2=.534

R^2=.118

Average R^2 of above trend=.3456
Middle: R^2= .263,

R^2=.073, R^2<.001, R^2=.00156, R^2=.00272
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R^2=.9475

R^2<.001,

R^2<.001,

R^2=.537,

R^2=.00255,

R^2=.00267,

R^2=.0839,

R^2=.00598,

R^2= .00118,

Average R^2 of above trend=0.1501
Below: R^2<.001,

R^2<.001,

R^2=.023908,

R^2<.001,

R^2<.001,

R^2=.034022

Average R^2 of above trend=.008463
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R^2<.001,

Not in Model:
R^2= 0.096799, R^2= 0.074602,

R^2<.001,

R^2<.001,

R^2=0.038553, R^2<.001,

R^2=0.034491,

R^2<.001,

R^2<.001,

R^2<.001,

R^2<.001,

Average R^2 of above trend=0.08879717
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R^2=0.002171

R^2=0.00301,

R^2=0.992698

Appendix C2: 990 Tax (2nd Analysis)

Model before backwards selection:
totfuncexpns = compnsatncurrofcr gnlsecur gnlsothr grsalesecur grsalesinvent grsalesothr
grsincmembers grsincother grsrcptspublicuse grsrntsprsnl

grsrntsreal

initiationfees

invstmntinc lesscstofgoods miscrevtot11e netgnls netincfndrsng netincgaming netincsales
othrsalwages profndraising royaltsinc totcntrbgfts totrevenue

Variables:
● Not in model (top right): gnlsecur, grsincother, grsrcptspublicuse, initiationfees,
netincfndrsng, netincsales
● In model
○ Above (bottom left): grsalesecur, invstmntinc, othrsalwages, totcntrbgfs,
totrevenue
○ Below (bottom right): netincgaming
○ Middle (bottom middle): compnsatncurrofcr, gnlsothr, grsalesinvent, grsalesothr,
grsincmembers, grsrntsprsnl, grsrntsreal, lesscstofgoods, miscrevtot11e, netgnls,
netincfndrsng, profndraising, royaltsinc
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Multicollinearity: No multicollinearity in the model

Response vs. Explanatory Variables:
Above:

R^2= .0746,

R^2= .07191,

R^2=.11803,

R^2=.9926

Average R^2 of above trend=0.3583
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R^2=.5346,

Middle: R^2= .26378,

R^2=.00179,

R^2=.057027,

R^2=.001567,

R^2=.002722,

R^2<.001,

R^2=.038553,

R^2=.083931,

R^2<.001,

R^2=.005983

Average R^2 of above trend=0.3583
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R^2<.001,

R^2<.001,

R^2=.002376

Below:

Not in Model: R^2= .096799,

R^2<0.001

R^2=.002171,

R^2<.001,

R^2<.001,

Average R^2 of above trend=0.0170
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R^2<0.001

R^2=.00301

Appendix C4: GDP (1st analysis)

Model before backwards selection:
rgdpe = ccon cda cgdpe cgdpo ck csh_c csh_g csh_i csh_x emp pl_c pl_g pl_i pl_k pl_m pl_x
rconna rdana rgdpna rkna year

Variables:
● Not in model (top right): cgdpo, csh_c, csh_x, emp, pl_i, pl_k, pl_m, rgdpna
● In model
○ above (bottom left): ccon, cda, cgdpe, rconna, rdana
○ below (bottom right): csh_g, csh_i, pl_c, pl_g, pl_x, year
○ middle (bottom middle): ck, rkna
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Multicollinearity:
ccon: VIF=1231
cda: VIF=3671
cgdpe: VIF=1185
ck: VIF=90
rconna: VIF=1315
rdana: VIF=1832
rkna: VIF=161

Response vs. Explanatory Variables:
Above: R^2= .9797,

R^2=.9980,

R^2= .9821,

R^2=.9998

R^2=.9917

Average R^2 of above trend= 0.990

Middle:

R^2= .961,

R^2=.9735
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Average R^2 of above trend=.967

Below:

R^2= .00756,

R^2=.0629,

R^2=.00763,

R^2=.0262,

R^2=.0181,

R^2=.0140

Average R^2 of above trend=.0227
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Not in Model:
R^2= .999,

R^2=.00213,

R^2=.00181,

R^2=.00102,

R^2=.3083,

R^2<.001,

R^2=.0269,

R^2=.991

Average R^2 of above trend=.291
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Appendix C5: GDP (2nd Analysis)

Model before backwards selection:
rgdpna = csh_c csh_g csh_i csh_x emp pl_c pl_g

pl_i

pl_k

pl_m pl_x

rconna rdana rgdpe rgdpo rkna

Variables:
● Not in model (top right): csh_g, csh_i, emp, pl_k
● In model
○ above (bottom left): pl_g, rconna, rdana, rgdpe, rgdpo, rkna
○ below (bottom right): pl_c, pl_i
○ middle (bottom middle): csh_c, csh_x, pl_m, pl_x, pop
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pop

Multicollinearity:
rgdpe: VIF= 2567
rgdpo: VIF=2618
rconna: VIF=126
rdana: VIF=248
rkna: VIF=62
pl_x: VIF=9
pl_m: VIF=9
Response vs. Explanatory
Variables:

Above: R^2=.06759,

R^2=.9905,

R^2=.981,

R^2=.9906,

Average R^2 of above trend=.835
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R^2=.9971,

R^2=.9808

Middle:

R^2= .2526,

R^2=.002126,

R^2=.01756,

R^2<.001,

R^2=.0266

Average R^2 of above trend=.0599
Below: R^2= .02877,

R^2=.002464

Average R^2 of above trend=.01561
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Not in Model: R^2= .2789,

R^2=.00875,

R^2=.00837,

R^2=.0011

Average R^2 of above trend=.07428
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Appendix C6: National Accounts (2nd analysis)

Model before backwards selection:
q_gdp = q_c q_i q_g q_x

q_m pop

q_gfcf v_c v_i

v_g v_x v_m v_gfcf

Variables:
● Not in model (top right): pop
● In model
○ above (bottom left): q_c, q_i, q_g, q_x, q_m, v_g, v_x
○ below: N/A
○ middle (bottom right): q_gfcf, v_c, v_i, v_m, v_gfcf
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Multicollinearity: All variables have multicollinearity issues

Response vs. Explanatory Variables:
Above: R^2=.945,

R^2=.918,

R^2=.848,

R^2=.930,

R^2=.626,

Average R^2 of above trend=.836
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R^2=.916,

R^2=.665

Middle: R^2= .977,

R^2=.677,

R^2=.657,

R^2=.587,

R^2=.623

Average R^2 of above trend=.704

Below: N/A

Not in Model: R^2= .006645

Average R^2 of above trend=.00665
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Appendix C7: National Accounts (1st analysis)

Model before backwards selection:
q_gdp = q_c q_i q_g q_x

q_m pop

q_gfcf

Variables:
● Not in model (right): pop
● In model
○ above (left): q_c, q_i, q_g, q_x, q_m, q_gfcf
○ below: N/A
○ middle: N/A
Multicollinearity: All variables have
multicollinearity issues
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Response vs. Explanatory Variables:

Above: R^2= .945,

R^2=.918,

R^2=.916,

R^2=.930,

Average R^2 of above trend=.922
Middle: N/A
Below: N/A
Not in Model: R^2= .006645

Average R^2 of above trend=.00665
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R^2=.848,

R^2=.977

Appendix C8: Medical Operations (2nd analysis)
Model before backwards selection:
TOT_OP_EXP = BED_STF DAY_TOT DIS_TOT VIS_TOT OP_ROOM OP_MIN_IP
OP_MIN_OP SURG_IP SURG_OP GR_PT_REV EXP_DLY EXP_AMB EXP_ANC
PAID_HRS MED_STAFF

Variables:
● Not in model (top right): VIS_TOT, OP_MIN_OP, SURG_ IP, EXP_DLY
● In model
○ above (bottom left): DIS_TOT, GR_PT_REV, EXP_ANC, PAID_HRS
○ below (bottom right): BED_STF, DAY_TOT, SURG_OP
○ middle (bottom middle): OP_ROOM, OP_MIN_IP, EXP_AMB, MED_STAFF
Multicollinearity:
BED_STF: VIF= 11.5
DAY_TOT: VIF=10.4
EXP_ANC: VIF=10.2
PAID_HRS: VIF=9.3
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Response vs. Explanatory Variables:
Above:

R^2=.12,

R^2=.59,

R^2=.23,

R^2=.21

Average R^2 of above trend=.29
Middle: R^2= .12,

R^2=.12,

R^2=.16,

R^2=.39

Average R^2 of above trend=.20
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Below:

R^2= .07,

R^2=.06,

R^2=.05

Average R^2 of above trend=.06

Not in Model:

R^2=.15,

R^2=.06,

R^2=.12,

R^2=.19

Average R^2 of above trend=.13
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Appendix C9: Medical Operations (1st analysis)

Model before backwards selection:
TOT_OP_EXP = BED_LIC BED_AVL BED_STF DAY_TOT DIS_TOT

BED_ACUTE

DIS_ACUTE OCC_LIC OCC_AVL ALOS_ALL ALOS_EXLTC VIS_TOT OP_ROOM
OP_MIN_IP OP_MIN_OP SURG_IP SURG_OP GR_PT_REV EXP_DLY EXP_AMB
EXP_ANC HOSP_FTE PROD_HRS NON_PRD_HR PAID_HR MED_STAFF

Variables:
● Not in model (top right): BED_STF, DIS_ACUTE, OCC_LIC, ALOS_EXLTC,
VIS_TOT, SURG_IP, SURG_OP, EXP_DLY, HOSP_FTE, PAID_HRS
● In model
○ above (bottom left): GR_PT_REV, EXP_ANC
○ below (bottom right): BED_LIC, BED_ACUTE, ALOS_ALL, OP_MIN_OP
○ middle (bottom middle): BED_AVL, DAY_TOT, DIS_TOT, OCC_AVL,
OP_ROOM, OP_MIN_IP, EXP_AMB, PROD_HRS, NON_PRD_HR,
MED_STAFF
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Multicollinearity:

BED_LIC: VIF= 25.5
BED_AVL: VIF=28.2
DAY_TOT: VIF=17.1
DIS_TOT: VIF=9.2
BED_ACUTE: VIF=12.5
EXP_ANC: VIF=10.4
PROD_HRS: VIF=11.0

Response vs. Explanatory Variables:
Above:

R^2=.592,

R^2=.226/

Average R^2 of above trend=.409

Middle: R^2= .0639,

R^2=.0649,

R^2=.122,
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R^2=.0012

R^2=.121,

R^2=.115,

R^2=.165,

R^2=.141,

R^2=.392

Average R^2 of above trend=0.1395

Below: R^2=.0629,

R^2=.121

R^2< .001,

R^2=.0644

Average R^2 of above trend=.0621
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R^2=.209,

Not in Model:
R^2= .0661,

R^2=.1485,

R^2=.122,

R^2=.0036,

R^2<.001,

R^2=.121,

R^2=.0545,

R^2=.1872,

R^2=.2045,

R^2=.2065

Average R^2 of above trend= .1113
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